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1. Introduction 


1.1 	 The Government welcomes this opportunity to respond to the House of 
Lords Economic Affairs Committee’s report into the Economics of High 
Speed 2. 

1.2 	 The Government is confident that the case for HS2 is clear and robust. 
HS2 will have a transformational effect, supporting growth and increased 
productivity across the country, particularly in the North. It will improve 
connectivity, free up space on our crowded rail network, promote 
regeneration, boost local skills, generate tens of thousands of jobs and 
help secure the UK’s future prosperity.  

1.3 	 It is a vital part of the Government’s long-term economic plan, strongly 
supported by the Northern and Midlands cities. Alongside our plans for 
better east-west rail links set out in the Northern Transport Strategy1, 
HS2 is an important part of the Government’s plan to develop a Northern 
Powerhouse to help rebalance the economy.  

1.4 	 The full Y HS2 network represents high value for money and will deliver 
over £2 of benefits for every £1 invested. People across the country will 
benefit, but we expect the Midlands and North to do particularly well.  

1.5 	 Britain's record on infrastructure is mixed. Too often investment has 
failed to keep up with the country's needs and lagged behind our 
international competitors.  

1.6 	 It is clear that we need to invest in our railways. In particular, we need to 
address a significant capacity challenge on the West Coast Mainline. It 
is a key north-south rail artery that links four of our five largest 
conurbations, carrying intercity, commuter and freight services into 
London, Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester, Edinburgh and Glasgow.  

1.7 	 Demand for long distance rail travel has more than doubled in the past 
20 years2. Over that time, the intercity west coast franchise has seen 
50% higher passenger growth than the wider network and city-centre to 
city-centre journeys between London, Birmingham and Manchester have 
trebled3. Services between London to Manchester have increased from 
17 trains per day in 1994 to 47 in 2013; services from London to 
Birmingham increased from 31 trains per day to 49. 

1.8 	 Demand for commuter services has also increased. Passenger numbers 
on what is now the London Midland franchise have increased by 4.5% 

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/northern-transport-strategy 
2 Office of Rail Regulation, Passenger Rail Usage,  http://dataportal.orr.gov.uk 
3 Rail Usage Drivers Dataset (RUDD) 
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Figure 1.1 Passenger trip growth on key WCML flows (1994/95 to 
2013/14)8 
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per annum since 1996/974. London Midland services regularly feature in 
the top 10 most crowded in the country.  

1.9 	 The West Coast Main line is now the busiest mixed use rail line in 
Europe5. Despite a £9bn renewal and upgrade completed in 2008, the 
line is effectively full in terms of train paths, which restricts what services 
we can run and is impacting performance on both commuter and 
intercity services. Long distance services achieve around 85% 
punctuality, around four percentage points worse than the average for 
other long-distance services6. 

1.10 	 HS2 will deliver the step change in capacity we need to keep this vital 
artery flowing. The new high speed infrastructure will also improve 
reliability, giving passengers greater confidence when planning their 
trips. The HS2 sponsor's requirements are that, as an annual average, 
trains on the high speed network arrive within 30 seconds of their 
scheduled arrival time7. By releasing pressure on the existing network, 
HS2 could improve reliability there too.  

4 Average growth of Silverlink and London Midland (TOCs who have operated the current London Midland 
services) since privatisation 1996/97-2013/14 - Silverlink growth 4.6% p.a. from 96/97 to 2007/08. LM 
growth 4.4% p.a. since 2008/09. Source: Rail Industry Monitor. 
5 Network Rail (2013), A better railway for a better Britain, 
http://www.networkrail.co.uk/publications/strategic-business-plan-for-cp5/, p.14 
6 ORR Data Portal: 2014-15 Q3 PPM (moving annual average)  
7https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/389368/HS2_development 
_agreement__December_2014_.pdf p104 
8 Source: Rail Usage Drivers Dataset (RUDD)  
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Figuure 1.2 Passsenger trrains per hhour on leeading fasst Europeaan railways9 
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1.11	 Althouggh the extraa capacity is badly needed, it iss only partt of the reason 
why wee have to ppress on wiith HS2. Immproving connectivityy is also vittally 
importaant to suppport growthh and produuctivity. 

1.122 HS2 will slash jouurney timess between our largesst cities, whhich are the 
enginess of economic growthh (Figures 1.3, 1.4 annd 1.5). It wwill not only 
improvee times to and from LLondon - thhe journey from Leedds to 
Birminggham will bbe cut fromm nearly two hours to under onee. Manchesster 
to Birmingham will be cut froom an houur and a haalf to forty mminutes. 

1.133 Together with thee Governm ent's Northhern Transsport Strateegy, HS2 wwill 
bring thhe Northernn cities clooser together, allowing them to operate mmore 
efficiently togetheer and helpping rebalaance the ecconomy.  

1.144 The Goovernment''s position is clear - aas a countrry we simpply cannot 
afford nnot to invesst in HS2. It is crucia l that we ppress aheadd with 
deliveri ng HS2 onn time and budget annd we remaain on tracck to start 
construuction in 20017. 

9 GB wworking timetaable, www.bahhn.de and the  Thomas Coo k European timmetable, summmer 2014. Dooes not 
includde freight traffi c. 
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 Figuure 1.3 Jouurney timee improveements and eveningg peak seaat capacityy 

increases wit h HS2 (Weestern Legg) 10 
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 Figuure 1.4 Jouurney timee improveements and eveningg peak seaat capacityy 

increases wit h HS2 (Eaastern leg)) 11 

       

  

                

 

                

 

     
 

 
















10 Souurce: HS2 Ltd.. Journey timees represent thhe fastest currrent journeys aagainst those provided by HHS2. 

Capaccity increases are from current services too the indicativve service pattern in the 201 13 Economic CCase 

for HSS2. 

11 Souurce: HS2 Ltd.. Journey timees represent thhe fastest currrent journeys aagainst those provided by HHS2. 

Capaccity increases are from current services too the indicativve service pattern in the 201 13 Economic CCase 

for HSS2. 
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 Figuure 1.5 Jouurney timee improveements and eveningg peak seaat capacityy 
increases wit h HS2 (Mi dlands annd North)12 

12 Souurce: HS2 Ltd.. Journey timees represent thhe fastest currrent journeys aagainst those provided by HHS2. 
Capaccity increases are from current services too the indicativve service pattern in the 201 13 Economic CCase 
for HSS2. 
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2. Government Response 


National Transport Plan 
The Committee states that: "An investment decision on the scale of HS2 should 
have been made with reference to a co-ordinated transport plan for passenger 
and freight traffic across all modes of transport. Such a plan could have given 
full consideration to how all areas of Great Britain and all transport users would 
be affected by the project". 

2.1 	 The Government has set out how HS2 fits within wider transport policy. 
The Strategic Case for HS213, published in 2013, set out in detail how 
HS2 fits with investment in the existing rail network and the wider 
Government strategic aims of supporting growth and addressing the 
productivity gap between the north and south of the country. 

2.2 	 The Northern Transport Strategy14, published earlier this year sets out 
transport's role in creating a Northern Powerhouse, of which HS2 is key.  

The cost of HS2 
The Committee states that: "HS2 is an expensive project. The construction of 
the railway and purchase of rolling stock is estimated to cost up to £50 billion at 
2011 prices, including contingency. The net cost to the taxpayer is expected to 
be £31.5 billion at 2011 prices over 60 years. If complementary projects to 
connect HS2 to existing transport networks are taken into account, the final cost 
would be even higher. 

If a new railway is required, the costs could be reduced, for example by 
constructing it to run at a slower speed—say at the same speed as the French 
TGV—and by reducing the cost of construction closer to French levels." 
2.3 	 Spending Round 2013 established a clear funding envelope of £50.1 

billion at 2011 prices, including contingency. There are strong controls in 
place to ensure we remain within our budgets, and we aim to deliver HS2 
below this figure. 

2.4 	 We are committed to driving down costs and increasing efficiency. Sir 
David Higgins has a remit to look across the project to ensure that HS2 
delivers value for money for the taxpayer. However, we are committed to 
building a world class railway that stands the test of time. Consequently it 

13 DfT (2013), The Strategic Case for HS2, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hs2-strategic-case 
14 DfT (2015), The Northern Powerhouse: One Agenda, One Economy, One North 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/northern-transport-strategy 
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is important to evaluate opportunities to optimise the benefits of the new 
railway as well as opportunities to reduce costs.  

2.5 	 We have engaged early with industry so that we harness their expertise 
in designing and building the railway in a cost effective way, and we will 
structure contracts to incentivise efficiency. 

2.6 	 We are undertaking a comprehensive international benchmarking 
exercise to help us learn from best practice, but it is important that we 
compare like for like. We have made the decision to include considerable 
amounts of environmental mitigation in the design such as additional 
tunnels (Figure 2.1) and noise protection. These add cost, but we have 
done it because it is the right thing to do. 

Figure 2.1 HS2 Route Characteristics15 

Route 
Characteristics (km) Phase One Phase Two 

(Western Leg) 
Phase Two 

(Eastern Leg) Full Y Network 

Total route 225.5 150.4 
Tunnel 53.4 17.6 
Cutting 73.8 55.8 

Percentage of route 
in tunnel or cutting (%) 56 49 

184.8 
9.7 

75.1 

46 

560.7 
80.7 

204.7 

51 

2.7 	 It is important to clarify what the £31.5bn quoted by the Committee 
represents and to put it in context. It is the net (discounted) cost to 
Government of building and operating HS2 over a 60 year appraisal 
period, including the cost of replacing rolling stock and infrastructure 
renewals, offset by the revenues that HS2 will generate for Government. 
It assumes that demand does not grow beyond 2036, just three years 
after Phase 2 opens, in line with the Demand Cap - a conservative 
assumption used in the economic appraisal.    

2.8 	 The net cost is calculated on a present value basis. This is to reflect that 
in general people prefer to receive goods and services now rather than 
later. This means that as well as demand being capped at 2036 levels, 
the revenues received during the latter part of the HS2 appraisal period 
are significantly discounted compared to the construction costs incurred 
earlier in the appraisal period. 

2.9 	 If the analysis allowed demand to continue to grow to 2049, the net cost 
to Government would fall by around a third16. Furthermore, the net 
present value of costs may overstate the full cost to Government as it 
does not account for tax benefits to the Exchequer arising from 
improvements in productivity. 

15 Source: HS2 Environmental Statement Volume 3, page 169 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/259488/Volume_3_Route-
wide_effects.pdf
16 Information provided by HS2 Ltd 
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2.10 	 The analysis carried out by DfT as part of the Financial Case for HS217 

provides an understanding of the affordability of HS2 in the context of 
wider GB rail. On a standalone basis, HS2 is forecast to generate an 
operating surplus of £2.8bn a year. Overall, once HS2 is fully operational, 
the analysis (again with demand capped in 2036) suggests the premium/ 
subsidy balance across GB rail would improve by around £300m a year 
on average in the medium term (2010/11 prices)18. 

2.11 	 The Demand Cap is important. For every year the demand cap is 
extended the surplus to GB rail is expected to increase by £50m-£100m 
a year. 

Who will pay for HS2? 
The Committee states that: "Business travellers are forecast to derive the most 
benefit from the project (70 per cent of the net transport benefits). Passengers 
could be charged higher fares for travelling on HS2 to recoup more of the costs 
and reduce the burden on the taxpayer, especially since many taxpayers would 
derive no benefit from the project." 
2.12 	 The business case assumes HS2 will not charge premium fares, and 

shows that HS2 is economically viable without them. The decision on 
fare structures will be taken by future Governments, but our underlying 
assumption is that it is more important to maximise usage for the wider 
benefit of citizens than to charge premium fares. 

2.13 	 The up-front capital costs to the taxpayer represent an investment in 
infrastructure that will benefit the country for decades to come. As noted 
above, our analysis shows that once complete, HS2 itself will generate a 
significant return and improve the net position for GB rail by around 
£300m per year in the medium term (in 2011 prices, with a demand cap 
in 2036). 

2.14 	 Over 90 million passengers are expected to use HS2 each year once the 
full Y network is complete - not just a few business people. Phase One is 
expected to carry 138,000 passengers a day, rising to over 300,000 
passengers a day in 2036 after Phase Two opens and the full Y network 
is complete.19 

2.15 	 Many more people across the country will benefit from HS2, even if they 
are not regular users of HS2 services or do not live in directly connected 
cities. Network Rail estimate that up to 100 cities and towns could benefit 
from improved rail services on the existing rail network which make use 
of capacity released by HS220; and there will also be more space for rail 
freight. 

17 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/286797/financial-case-
hs2.pdf

18 This assumes that up front capital costs associated with construction of the network and delivery of 

rolling stock are met by government.

19 HS2 Ltd (2013), The Economic Case for HS2, p.69

20 Network Rail 2013, HS2 benefits to extend across rail network – Network Rail study,
 
http://www.networkrailmediacentre.co.uk/news/hs2-benefits-to-extend-across-rail-network-network-rail-
study
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Demand and capacity 
The Committee states that: "The government has not provided sufficient 
information to determine whether there is a capacity problem. Overcrowding 
appears to be caused by commuter, not long distance traffic, and is 
exacerbated by inflexible pricing." 
2.16 	 Demand for rail travel has grown consistently over the last two decades. 

Last year alone, passenger numbers using London Euston and 
Birmingham New Street grew by 9.4% and 8.3% respectively21. Freight 
demand is also rising. 

2.17 	 The capacity problem stems from the combination of markets that the 
existing railways are serving - intercity, commuting and freight. In the 
short to medium term, making maximum use of the track capacity 
available by extending all trains to maximum length can help meet the 
challenge and the investment needed is already happening. But this 
approach can only provide a temporary solution. To support long term 
economic prosperity we need more track capacity for additional trains.  

Performance 
2.18 	 The West Coast Main Line is the busiest mixed use rail line in Europe 

and, despite a £9bn upgrade, it is now effectively full in terms of peak 
time train paths. This is adversely affecting performance as shown in 
Figure 2.2 below. 

2.19 	 Since 2011, the ORR22 has rejected several intercity access applications, 
with concerns around the impact on performance being at the heart of 
these decisions. For example, in July 2013 the ORR turned down an 
application by Virgin Trains to run two additional services a day from 
London to Blackpool and Shrewsbury. Their assessment found that the 
additional services would cause further deterioration in punctuality and 
have a detrimental impact on the journeys of millions of passengers 
travelling on the route23. 

21 ORR Station Usage: http://orr.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/15366/station-usage-infographic.pdf 
22 Formerly the Office of Rail Regulation, now the Office of Road and Rail 
23 Office of Rail Regulation, 2013, ORR decision on West Coast track access application, http://www.rail-
reg.gov.uk/server/show/ConWebDoc.11219 
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Figure 2.2 Public Performance Measure (PPM) Moving Annual Average of 
Virgin and London Midland24 
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Commuter Services 
2.20 	 The committee has not questioned that there is a commuter capacity 

issue. London Midland, which provides commuting services into Euston, 
regularly features in the top 10 most crowded services in the country. 
There are capacity constraints for commuters along the West Coast 
corridor - not just in London, but also in the West Midlands and the North 
West, where services have had to be cut back to accommodate 
additional intercity trains. 

2.21 	 In Autumn 2013 (the last published statistics) London Midland had the 
second highest level of overcrowding for London and South East 
operators25. On commuter services leaving Euston during the final hour 
of the evening peak, on average there were 120 passengers for every 
100 seats. This means that one in six passengers was standing - and the 
situation on certain trains was worse.26 

24 Source: ORR Data Portal: 2014-15 Q3 PPM (moving annual average)
 
25 DfT statistics, measured in terms of Passengers in Excess of Capacity (PiXC)
 
26 DfT (2013), The Strategic Case for HS2, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hs2-strategic-case
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2.22 	 Since 1996/97, the London Midland franchise has seen annual 
passenger growth in excess of the London and South East average 
(4.5%27 vs 4.3%28 per annum). 

2.23 	 We have recently undertaken further analysis to illustrate what could 
happen to these services in 2033/34. This analysis has used a 1.8% 
growth rate (the reference case growth rate for commuter services in the 
2013 Economic Case29) and a higher 2.9% sensitivity growth rate derived 
from DfT's Network Model Framework (NMF).  

2.24 	 Figure 2.3 shows projected passenger loadings in 2033/34 on trains 
arriving at Euston during the morning peak, and Figure 2.4 shows trains 
departing Euston during the evening peak. The chart uses today's 
capacity, which includes extra peak time services that began in late 
2014. Importantly the capacity levels shown in the chart include an 
allowance of around 25% for standing on these services. 

2.25 	 The charts clearly show that in both scenarios demand would 
substantially exceed capacity across the peaks. Without action these 
services would be overwhelmed with relatively modest passenger growth 
rates. 

2.26 	 In reality, demand growth is uncertain and difficult to predict. Recent 
demand growth has been higher than our forecasts. Part of this may be 
because our models forecast the impact of "background" or "exogenous" 
factors on rail growth - such as GDP growth, population growth and fuel 
prices - but do not model all potential "endogenous" growth factors - such 
as operators' own initiatives to improve their services and fares 
structures. 

2.27 	 The lack of track capacity for commuter services is highly relevant to the 
case for HS2 as the West Coast Main Line is a mixed use railway. 
Commuter, freight and intercity services all use the same congested 
tracks. We could not increase the number of commuter services without 
significant trade-offs and negatively impacting intercity and freight 
services. 

27 Average growth of Silverlink and London Midland (TOCs who have operated the current London Midland 
services) since privatisation 1996/97-2013/14 - Silverlink growth 4.6% p.a. from 96/97 to 2007/08. LM 
growth 4.4% p.a. since 2008/09. Source: Rail Industry Monitor. 
28 London and SE growth 1996/97-2013/14. Source: National Rail Trends 
29 The economic case uses Planet Framework Model (PFM) to model growth rates 

14 
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Figuure 2.3 Inddicative loadings onn midweekk morning peak commmuter 
servvices arrivving at Lonndon Eustton in 2033/3430 

       

  

                

 

                

 

     

 
30 Souurce: Source: DfT passengeer loading dataa, PFM and N MF. The histooric growth ratees quoted incllude 
some endogenous growth factorss that are not modelled in thhe growth foreecasts presentted in the charrts 
(such as such as opperators' own initiatives to immprove servicces or fares structures). 
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e  Figuure 2.4 Inddicative loadings onn midweekk evening commuter servicess 
depaarting at LLondon Euuston in 2033/3431 

       

  

 

 

                

 

                

 

     

 

 

 
 
 











Interrcity Serv ices 
2.288 For inteercity servicces, even mmore so thhan commuuter servicees, the issuue is 

about both the number of traain paths aand the nummber of seeats on trains. 
With thee line full inn terms of ttrain pathss, operators cannot ruun all the 
servicess they wouuld like, which restrictts the markkets they ccan serve. 
Some ssizeable towwns in the North and Scotland such as Boolton, 
Blackbuurn and Duumfries do not have ddirect services to Lonndon, whilee 
other toowns such as Telford and Blackkpool have infrequentt services. 
Consideering its sizze, Liverpoool is not as well connnected as other citiess 
and hass only one (off peak) or two (peeak) direct ttrains to Loondon per 
hour. Foocusing onnly on seating capacity does noot tell the wwhole storyy. 

2.299 Yet we also face aa seating ccapacity chhallenge. OOn the Wesst Coast MMain 
Line inteercity passsenger nummbers havee grown byy an averagge of 5.3%% per 
annum since 19966/9732. Cityy-centre to city-centree journeys between 
London, Birmingh am and Maanchester have moree than trebbled over thhe 
past 20 years. By contrast, oour business case asssumes a mmore 
conservvative growwth rate of 22.2% per yyear on intercity westt coast 
servicess. Figure 2.5 below sshows that this is beloow recent ttrends. 

31 DfTT passenger looading data, PPFM and NMF . The historic growth rates qquoted includee some endoggenous 

growt h factors that are not mode lled in the growwth forecasts presented in the charts (suuch as operatoors' 

own innitiatives to immprove servicees or fares struuctures).

32 Nattional Rail Tre nds 
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2.300 We havve providedd significannt capacity increases to meet thhis demandd. 
London to Mancheester trainss have incrreased fromm 17 in 19994 to 47 inn 
2013; London to BBirminghamm trains froom 31 to 499. 

2.31	 Since coompletion of the £9bbn West Cooast Main LLine upgraade in 20088 we 
have inccreased peeak time inntercity seaats by nearrly 50%, buut nearly half of 
this extrra capacityy has alreaady been used up34. MMonday too Friday, 
servicess are alreaady very buusy betweeen 7pm andd 8pm withh three 
quarterss of trains leaving Loondon overr 80% full inn standardd class. 
Mondayy to Thursdday, betweeen 7am annd 9am, abbout 25% oof trains are 
over 80% full in sttandard claass35. 

2.322 Given faactors suchh as passeengers withh luggage and unequual distribution 
of passeengers aloong a train, intercity sservices loaaded at 800% and aboove 
will feel overcrowdded. Behavvioural research showws that on  long distaance 
servicess passengeers begin tto feel negative effeccts from croowding at 
betweenn 60% andd 70% loadding36, and in practicee people wwill be standding 
before tthere is a ppassenger for every sseat on board the traain. 

2.333 Withoutt action, seeating capaacity will bee a real isssue - even if passengger 
growth rrates turn oout to be loower than we have sseen over tthe last 20 
years. WWe have reecently unddertaken fuurther analysis beyonnd that 

33 Souurce: HS2 Ltd 
34 DfTT Autumn 20088 and 2013 coount data 
35 Infoormation from Virgin Trains 
36 Passsenger Demaand Forecastinng Handbook 
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published in the Strategic Case to illustrate potential train crowding in 
2033/34. 

2.34 	 Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show projected standard class crowding levels in 
2033/34 once committed capacity improvements37 are complete. The 
charts show a 2.2% yearly growth rate, which is the growth assumed for 
long distance services in the economic case, and a higher growth rate of 
3.6%, again derived from sensitivity tests using the Network Model 
Framework (NMF). Again demand growth is uncertain and difficult to 
predict; recent demand growth has been higher than our projections.  

2.35 	 These charts show that at the lower growth rate, trains would be over 
80% full across the peaks and well above 100% in the busiest hours. 
With a growth rate of 3.6%, which is closer to but still below recent 
growth rates, demand would exceed capacity across the peak, and 
during the busiest hours demand would be over one and a half times the 
available capacity. 

2.36 	 We have also analysed potential crowding levels if all intercity services 
are extended to the maximum 11 cars together with a first class coach 
converted to standard. This would provide 33% more seats across the 
evening peak, yet with growth of 3.6% per year, by 2033/34 one in ten 
passengers on those services would be standing. Nearly half of those 
would be standing for over an hour before the first station stop out of 
London - in some cases as far as Crewe or Warrington.  

2.37 	 Crowding would be worse on Friday afternoons, when nearly one in five 
peak time passengers would have to stand, even with the additional 
capacity. During the busiest hour, demand would see three passengers 
wanting to travel for every two seats. 

2.38 	 Flexible pricing would not be able to address the problem as trains would 
be full across a sustained period of time - unless people were priced off 
the railway completely, which the Government does not consider to be 
an acceptable solution. 

37 Converting one first class carriage to standard on all nine-car pendolino services 
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 Figuure 2.6 Inddicative loadings onn midweekk morning peak inteercity 
servvices arrivving at Lonndon Eustton in 2033/3438 

       

  

                

 

                

 

     

 
38 Souurce: Source: DfT passengeer loading dataa, PFM and N MF. The histooric growth ratees quoted incllude 
some endogenous growth factorss that are not modelled in thhe growth foreecasts presentted in the charrts 
(such as operators'  own initiatives to improve sservices or farres structures)). 
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 Figuure 2.7 Inddicative loadings onn midweekk evening intercity sservices 
depaarting Lonndon Eustton in 203 3/3439 

 

       

  

 

 

 

                

 

                

 

     

 

 

 

 	 

Freight 
2.399 Demandd for freighht is also prredicted too rise. The West Coasst Main Linne is 

a key sppine for rail freight, wwith an estimated 43%% of all freiight journeeys 
using it at some point40. 

2.400 In 2011 around 422 freight traains per daay used thee West Coaast Main LLine. 
Utilisatioon of intermmodal freigght paths iss around 885%41. Giveen the daily, 
weekly and even sseasonal vvariations in freight demand, in practice thhis 
represeents a line rrunning neear capacityy in terms of freight ppath utilisaation. 

2.41	 Networkk Rail’s forecasts sugggest that ddemand coould nearlyy double byy 
2033 froom 42 to 80 freight trrains per day, with the majority of the growwth 
being inn intermodaal freight, aas set out iin Figure 22.8 below. TThis demaand 
simply ccould not bbe supporteed with thee current innfrastructurre. 

39 Souurce: Source: DfT passengeer loading dataa, PFM and N MF. The histooric growth ratees quoted incllude 
some endogenous growth factorss that are not modelled in thhe growth foreecasts presentted in the charrts 
(such as operators'  own initiatives to improve sservices or farres structures)). 
40 Weest Coast Projeect Briefing Noote – Network k Rail Media CCentre, 2008 
41 Typpical numbers operated in 2 011 (Network k Rail LTPP) 
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Figure 2.8 Freight growth projections (billion tonne kilometres)42 
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Consideration of alternative rail investment 
The Committee states that: "It is impossible to agree with the Government that 
HS2 is the only solution to increase capacity on the rail network. Additional 
capacity could be provided by incremental improvements to the existing 
network, a new conventional railway line, or a new high-speed line (of which 
HS2 is only one option). These options have not been assessed equally, with 
only HS2 receiving serious consideration by the Government." 
2.42 	 The Government has published four substantial reports from external 

consultants that have looked at potential rail alternatives to HS2 in detail: 
(i) “High Speed 2 Strategic Alternatives Study, Strategic Outline Case” 
March 2010 (Atkins)43 

(ii) “High Speed Rail Strategic Alternatives Study, Strategic Alternatives 
to the Proposed ‘Y’ Network” February 2011 (Atkins)44 

(iii) “High Speed Rail Strategic Alternatives Study Update Following 
Consultation” January 2012 (Atkins)45 

(iv) “HS2 Strategic Alternatives Final Report” October 2013 (Atkins)46 

2.43 	 In the section above we have set out how, even with moderate demand 
growth compared to recent trends, the West Coast Main Line will be 
overwhelmed. Make do and mend upgrades simply will not provide the 

42 Freight Market Study, Network Rail, 2013 
43 http://www.speenbucks.to.uk/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/atkins_02_strategic_outline.pdf 
44http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20111005090740/http://highspeedrail.dft.gov.uk/sites/highspee 
drail.dft.gov.uk/files/hsr-strategic-alternative.pdf   
45 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/3664/hs2-strategic-
alternatives-study-update.pdf    
46 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/253456/hs2-strategic-
alternatives.pdf 
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step change in capacity we need to provide a long term solution to the 
capacity challenge and support long term economic growth.  

2.44 	 Since the 2013 Strategic Case, London Midland has already increased 
the number of commuter trains that run on the fast lines. This leaves 
even less potential for improving capacity through upgrades, which are 
increasingly challenging and provide diminishing capacity returns. The 
best upgrade alternative to HS2 would only provide one more peak hour 
train path compared to the current timetable.  

2.45 	 HS2 not only slashes journey times, it provides a very significant 
increase in intercity and commuting capacity on the rail network. On 
completion of the full Y network the new infrastructure will provide 
capacity for up to 18 High Speed services per hour connecting London 
and major cities in the Midlands, Northern England and Scotland. 

2.46 	 HS2 will also free up space on the existing rail network for more 
commuter and inter-regional services and long distance services for key 
towns and cities not served by HS2. Currently, capacity constraints limit 
what services can be provided along the length of the line as trade-offs 
are made between intercity and regional or commuter trains47. The 
benefits from capacity released by HS2 will not be restricted to London 
commuter services, but will be felt by passengers across the country.  

2.47 	 HS2 could also free up 20 freight paths per day on the West Coast Main 
Line, potentially more with detailed planning. Each freight train typically 
takes 40 lorries off the road48, easing congestion, reducing carbon 
emissions and improving safety. 

2.48 	 Figure 2.9 below shows clearly the limited returns from further upgrade 
works. Only HS2 will provide the step change in capacity we need to 
address the capacity challenges facing commuter, intercity and freight 
services as well as major improvements in connectivity between major 
city regions. 

47 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/286617/capacity-on-north-
south-main-lines.pdf page 13. 

48 134 WSP, 2013, HS2 Could Save Carbon and Money in Increased Freight Capacity (news release), 

http://www.wspgroup.com/en/WSP-UK/ 

Who-we-are/Newsroom/News-releases1/2013/hs2-could-save-carbon-and-money-in-increased-freight-
capacity
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Figuu nre 2.9 Long distancce train paaths from London oo sn the West Coast MMain 
Linee and .HS249 

 

       

 

  

 

 

                

 

                

 

     

   

 

2.499 Upgradiing the existing railwaay is extreemely disruuptive to exxisting rail 
servicess compared with buildding a neww line. Lord Adonis ddescribed tthe 
£9bn WWest Coast Main Line upgrade ccompleted in 2008 ass "performiing 
open heeart surgerry on a movving patiennt"50. 

2.500 The Straategic Casse set out tthe indicatiive number of weekeend closurees on 
the exissting netwoork during cconstructioon of the sttrategic alteternatives tto 
HS2. For the alternative to tthe full Y nnetwork, this would bee the 
equivaleent of 14 years of weeekend clossures, as sshown in FFigure 2.100. 

49 Notte: destinationns may not nummber the samee as the total train paths because some sservices split dduring 
the journey. Sourcee: Steer Davie s Gleave, Atk kins and HS2 LLtd Source: SDDG & KPMG 
50 httpp://andrewado nis.com/2013//11/20/why-brritain-needs-hss2-lords-pavinng-bill-debate/ / 
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Figuure 2.10 Deliverability of alterrnatives51 

Effect on the UKK econoomy 
The Committeee states thhat: "We doo not believve that the Governmeent has shhown 
that HS2 is thee best way of stimula ating growthh in the country. Whiile investmment 
outsside Londonn is long o verdue, evvidence annd experiennce from otther countrries 
has suggestedd that Londdon would bbe the bigggest beneficiary of a project such 
as HHS2. Nor haas the Govvernment cconsideredd the opporrtunity costt of spendiing 
£50 billion at 22011 pricess on this sinngle railwaay. How much could be achieveed if 
that money weere invested differentlly?" 
2.51	 HS2 is aa vital part of the Govvernment’ss strategy tto create aa Northern 

Powerhouse which aims to iincrease growth, impprove produuctivity andd 
rebalance the ecoonomy.  

2.522 Leaderss in the Noorth and Midlands aree strongly ssupportive of HS2. OOver 
70% of the estimaated 100,0000 jobs supported byy HS2 are eexpected tto be 
outside London52. Researchh by KPMGG suggests that the reegions servved 
by HS2 will benefiit proportioonately more than (although nott at the 
expensee of) Londoon53. 

2.533 HS2 will deliver si gnificant ccuts to journey times between ccity regionss in 
the Nortth and Middlands. HS22, togethe r with the TTransPennnine Express 
and prooposals undder The Noorthern Traansport Strrategy, will provide an 
even greater step change inn connectivvity. This wwill bring citties closer 
together, which caan in turn ssupport groowth and bboost produuctivity by 
improvinng access to marketss, jobs andd suppliers. 

51 Souurce: Network Rail and HS22 Ltd 
52 HS22 Ltd (2013), HHS2 Environmmental Statement volume 3:  Route-wide eeffects, page 1170 
https:///www.gov.uk//government/ppublications/hss2-phase-onee-environmentaal-statement-vvolume-3-route-
wide-eeffects; Temple ERM, (20133), Sustainabi lity Statementt, page 121 
http:///assets.hs2.org.uk/sites/defaault/files/consultation_librarry/pdf/PC205%%20Vol%201%%20Sustainabbility%2 
0Stateement%201800713.pdf 
53 httpp://www.kpmg .com/uk/en/isssuesandinsighhts/articlespubblications/pagees/hs2-regionaal-economic-
impacct.aspx 
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2.54 	 Local authorities are getting ready to maximise the benefits of HS2. 
Birmingham and Solihull have already created extensive plans to 
maximise jobs and growth in the 140 hectares around both Curzon Street 
and Interchange stations. The Curzon Street Draft Masterplan54 projects 
14,000 net jobs can be provided as a result of regeneration and 
development of the station area. This is projected to deliver over £1bn 
per year into the local economy. Solihull’s prospectus for a Garden City55 

sets out that on top of the existing jobs, the new zone to the east of the 
M42 will provide the capacity for up to 9,300 jobs and at least 2,000 
homes. Local areas are also committed to producing growth strategies, 
setting out in more detail how the planned growth will be realised. 

2.55 	 Cities are key engines of growth with a powerful relationship between 
cities and productivity. The top 600 cities in the world contain just over 
20% of the global population, but contribute 60% of global GDP56. Cities 
are a vital part of the UK economy. Just 10 city regions account for 35% 
of the UK’s employment57 and are important drivers of economic growth.  

2.56 	 HS2 will connect our major cities, bringing them closer together and 
supporting growth. The busiest long distance routes for business travel 
on the railway (greater than 50 miles) are between cities that will be 
served by HS2. The new railway will make these journeys quicker, more 
reliable and better for business. 

2.57 	 A large proportion of jobs in knowledge-based sectors are located within 
City Regions, particularly in city centres. Forty-five per cent of jobs in 
knowledge-based sectors are located in the City Regions compared with 
35% of the population and over 40% of jobs growth is expected to occur 
within these sectors58. These sectors also contain a high proportion of 
employees in the professional, managerial and technical occupational 
groups, who account for over 70% of total rail passenger miles59 

2.58 	 HS2 will create nearly 25,000 construction jobs60 and support up to 
100,000 jobs around the stations61. The Core Cites group suggest this 
figure could be as much as 400,000 jobs. HS2 Ltd has announced its 
ambition to create over 2,000 apprenticeship opportunities - more than 
the Olympics and Crossrail combined62. We expect that the HS2 Skills 
College will train around 900 people each year in high-level construction 
skills. 

54 Birmingham City Council (2014), Birmingham Curzon HS2 Draft Masterplan, 
http://www.birmingham.gov.uk/birminghamcurzonhs2
55 Solihull MBC (2014), The Interchange: Prospectus for a ‘Garden City’ approach,  
http://www.solihull.gov.uk/Portals/0/Planning/LAP/UKC_Garden_City_Prospectus_2014.pdf
56 http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/urbanization/urban_world 
57 Business Register and Employment Survey (BRES) 
58 Data source: BRES (Business Register and Employment Survey) 
59 Data source: National Travel Survey 
60 HS2 Ltd (2013), HS2 Environmental Statement volume 3: Route-wide effects, page 170 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hs2-phase-one-environmental-statement-volume-3-route-
wide-effects 
61 Temple ERM, (2013), Sustainability Statement, 
http://assets.hs2.org.uk/sites/default/files/consultation_library/pdf/PC205%20Vol%201%20Sustainability%2 
0Statement%20180713.pdf, p.121 
62 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/first-new-college-in-20-years-to-support-development-of-high-
speed-2-hs2. 
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Figure 2.11 Selected UK rail business flows 2013/1463 

(Red flows served by Phase One, Blue flows by Phase Two) 

Flow (both directions) Business trips by rail in 2013/14

 London <> Manchester 1,843,000 

London <> Birmingham 1,528,000 

London <> Leeds 853,000 

London <> York 577,000 

London <> Liverpool 491,000 

 

 

                                            

 
 

	

	

	

	

Prioritisation 
The Committee states that: "The evidence we have heard suggests that 
investment in regional transport links between cities outside London could be 
more likely to generate significant growth in the north than HS2. The 
Government should consider whether improving trans-Pennine links, or building 
the northern legs of HS2 first, are higher priorities than the southern leg of 
HS2." 
2.59 	 It is simply not a case of having to choose between HS2 and investment 

in trans-Pennine links. The Northern Transport Strategy, developed in 
partnership with Transport for the North and published earlier this year, 
explains how both HS2 and improved regional transport are key to 
developing a Northern Powerhouse.  

2.60 	 In the last five years we have invested substantially in the northern rail 
network. We have committed to the Northern Hub and electrification 
projects, commissioned modern trains for TransPennine routes and 
committed to commuter capacity increases64. The Government has 
committed £13 billion in this Parliament to improve regional connections 
so that northern towns and cities can pool their strengths and create a 
single economy. 

2.61 	 In the Northern Transport Strategy we committed to developing options 
ahead of the rail Control Period 6 (2019-24) to improve rail services 
further right across the North, and set out our plans to improve road 
connections. We are doing this now, not waiting until after HS2 is 
complete. 

2.62 	 An important point is that HS2 is not taking money away from the existing 
rail network or other modes of transport. In 2013 the Government 
committed to provide £73bn of funding for transport over this Parliament, 
with £22bn for national rail and £14bn for local authority transport (Figure 
2.12). 

63 Source: Rail Usage Drivers Dataset (RUDD)  
64 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/427339/the-northern-
powerhouse-tagged.pdf page 17 
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2.633 HS2 is iintegral to the Goverrnment's plans for a NNorthern PPowerhousee. It 
will transform connectivity onn our mostt importantt intercity bbusiness trravel 
routes oon the railwways, which are betwween our laargest citiess and Londdon. 
To do thhis effectively we neeed to start with Phasee One, whiich relieves the 
most prressing cappacity consstraints wee face on thhe West Cooast Main Line, 
which are between London aand Birminngham.  

2.644 If we buuilt the nortthern legs oof HS2 firsst, we woulld funnel mmore 
passenggers onto aa network tthat we haave shown will not bee able to coope 
with existing demaand. Howeever, we arre looking cclosely at hhow we caan 
bring beenefits to thhe North soooner, succh as Sir David Higgins' suggesstion 
that we acceleratee delivery oof HS2 to CCrewe.  

Figuure 2.12 Innvesting inn Britain'ss future65 

 

Eviidence  
The Committeee states thhat: "The coost-benefitt analysis for HS2 relilies on 
evidence that iis out-of-daate and unnconvincingg. The Govvernment nneeds to 
provvide fresh, compellingg evidencee that HS2 will deliverr the beneffits it claimms." 
 
2.655 Our apppraisal techhniques arree world claass. A nummber of expperts providded 

evidencce to the Loords Commmittee whicch showed that the ecconomic case 
was robbust. For exxample, Prrofessor Veenables nooted that oour 
quantificcation of user benefitts and wideer econommic impactss was "done 
very weell and veryy professioonally" Proffessor Glaister calledd our cost 
benefit aanalysis "eeven handeed and well done" whhile Professsor Grahaam 
commended our uuse of senssitivity testing66. 

                                            
65 HMM Treasury, Invvesting in Britaain’s Future 20013 
66 HoLL Economic AAffairs Committtee (2014), Thhe Economic CCase for HS2 Oral and Writttten Evidence, 
http:///www.parliameent.uk/documeents/lords-commmittees/econnomic-affairs/EEconomic-casee-for-HS2/hs22-final-
ev-vol.pdf 
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2.66 While we are confident in our existing techniques, which have been built 
up over many years to be a world class basis for informing decisions, the 
Department also continues to develop its appraisal methods.  

2.67 In October 2013, we published 'Understanding and Valuing the Impacts 
of Transport Investment'67, which reviewed how we appraise transport 
investment options. It confirmed our commitment to keeping our 
approach world class by maintaining and developing our methods to 
keep pace with an ever-changing world. 

2.68 In December 2014 we published a progress report68 on this work, which 
also responded to the 'Transport Investment and Economic Report'69 
commissioned by the Department from Professor Tony Venables, 
Professor Henry Overman and Dr James Laird. This set out the progress 
we have made to date and our plans for further development. 

2.69 We recognise that the values of time used in the economic case have a 
significant bearing on the benefits. We revised the values we used for the 
2013 business case in line with the latest data. We reviewed our values 
against the available evidence on people's willingness to pay for travel 
time savings, concluding that our values are towards the centre of these 
estimates70.  

2.70 The values we used are consistent with people working on trains. 
However, we note that if the potential levels of crowding illustrated earlier 
in this document were realised it would be unlikely that the people 
standing on crowded trains would be able to work productively. We do 
take into account the reduction in journey quality from crowded services 
in our analysis. 

2.71 To ensure that the values we use continue to reflect people’s behaviours, 
we are also near completion of a major research project into how people 
value a range of journey improvements such as quicker journey times, 
improved reliability and reduced crowding. This will be the largest study 
of its kind ever conducted in the UK and we expect to publish the 
outcomes later in the year.  

2.72 We also recognise the importance of business travellers to the HS2 
business case. We have used the most appropriate methodology to 
estimate the number of business travellers that will use HS2 and our 
assumptions are consistent with the available data sources.  

2.73 In 2014 business travel accounts for nearly half (45%) of all intercity rail 
journeys on the corridors served by HS271. Business trips between the 
HS2 city regions have increased by 170% in the last 20 years. Our 

                                            
67 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/transport-appraisal-in-investment-decisions-understanding-
and-valuing-the-impacts-of-transport-investment  
68 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/transport-appraisal-in-investment-decisions-understanding-
and-valuing-the-impacts-of-transport-investment  
69 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/transport-investment-and-economic-performance-tiep-
report  
70 Department for Transport (2014), 'TAG Unit A1.3, p. 4-5 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/427089/TAG_Unit_A1.3_-
_User_and_provider_impacts_November2014.pdf  
71 Rail Usage Drivers Dataset (RUDD)  
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assessment of the benefits to businesses from the full Y-network is £53.3 
billion over a 60-year period72. 

Summary 
2.74 The case for HS2 is clear. HS2 delivers the step change in capacity and 

connectivity we need to support future growth and help rebalance the 
economy.  

2.75 The economic case for HS2 is also clear. The central case benefit cost 
ratio (BCR) for the full Y-network is 2.3, including wider economic 
impacts - higher than for the Jubilee Line Extension and Thameslink 
improvement project when they were approved.  

2.76 The BCR of 2.3 assumes the demand is capped in 2036. If the demand 
cap is extended to 2049 the BCR increases to 4.5, which represents very 
high value for money. 

2.77 The economic case explains our level of confidence in these BCRs, 
based on probability analysis of specific economic variables. It shows 
that, with the standard demand cap, there is a 75% probability that HS2 
will be high value for money, and a 99% probability that it will be high or 
medium value for money (Figure 2.13).  

2.78 If the demand cap is extended to 2049, our analysis shows there is a 
greater than 99% chance that HS2 will be high or very high value for 
money (Figure 2.14). This is a convincing and compelling case for 
investing in HS2.  

                                            
72 HS2 Ltd (2013), The Economic Case for HS2, p.85 
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ure 2.13 BCCR distribbution withh standardd Demandd Cap (20336)73 

Figuure 2.14 BCCR distribbution withh 2049 Deemand Capp74 

 

 
                                            
73 Souurce: HS2 Ltd 
74 Souurce: HS2 Ltd 
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